CALL FOR AUTHORS!

SHARE YOUR EXPERIENCES – TELL YOUR STORY

Drawing upon the success of PTI’s book *The Digital Revolution in Higher Education* we are looking for some great written contributions to our newest book *The Digital Journey in K-12 – Overcoming Roadblocks & Embracing Innovation* to be published in late Fall 2016.

Chapters need not be long and typically range between 3,500 and 5,000 words, not counting charts and illustrations. We make it easy to have your chapter considered. Simply write and submit a one-page proposal that tells us what you have in mind, an outline of what you are proposing, and a short bio about yourself.

**Proposals are due June 30 and if accepted, chapters are due September 30th.** Please send proposals or questions to:

ashark@pti.org or,

Editor
Public Technology Institute
1420 Prince Street
Alexandria, VA 22314

Topics to Cover and Explore Theses are just some ideas to get you thinking! Please feel free to push the boundaries of imagination. We are looking for some great thought leadership materials. Here are just a few main categories from which you can consider writing a chapter.

- The impact of digitization on your district/school/classroom
- How you are using technology to engage students
- Ways you are connecting your campuses to improve efficiency
- Best practices in safeguarding critical student data and information
- Approaches you’re taking to faculty, staff, and student physical safety
- How you’re driving change in your district or school

Thanks to a grant from Cisco, PTI is pleased to embark upon another its newest book – a topic so very timely and critical to the future of teaching and learning.
• Connected classrooms
• Virtual classrooms
• Smart connected classrooms
• Personalized/adaptive learning
• Digital content delivery
• Curriculum assessment
• Cloud-based solutions
• Everything-as-a-service
• Security – data and physical
• Iot Smart Campus
• 3D Printers